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1. Grey Literature
Types of literature and grey literature definition.



Literature 
types
q Unpublished 
q Grey literature
q Published study

4
Christine M. Schmucker et al, Systematic review finds that study data not published in full text articles have unclear impact on meta-analyses results in medical research, 2017



Unpublished, Grey literature, Published

5
Unpublished PublishedGrey 

literature

supplemental 
unpublished 

data related to 
trials

published as 
journal article 

(usually indexed 
in electronic 

database)

Christine M. Schmucker et al, Systematic review finds that study data not published in full text articles have unclear impact on meta-analyses results in medical research, 2017



“ Grey literature is print or electronic information 
not controlled by commercial or academic 
publishers including non-indexed conference 
abstracts frequently published in :
• journal collections
• dissertations
• press releases
• government reports
• policy documents
• book chapters 
• data obtained from trial registries   

6Christine M. Schmucker et al, Systematic review finds that study data not published in full text articles have unclear impact on meta-analyses results in 
medical research, 2017



2. Problems of previous study
Restriction in language and inclusion of grey literature



What does the impact of non-English studies in SR’s result?

Language bias is a concern for systematic 
reviewers. 

Researchers from German are more likely to publish 
positive result in English language. In contrast, 
some countries, China, Russia, are tend to publish 
positive findings in non-English publication.

8

- Egger M, Zellweger-Zähner T, Schneider M, Junker C, Lengeler C, Antes G. Language bias in randomised controlled trials published in English and German. Lancet. 1997;350(9074):326–9. Available from Medline: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9251637. 

- Heres S, Wagenpfeil S, Hamann J, Kissling W, Leucht S. Language bias in neuroscience—is the Tower of Babel located in Germany? Eur Psychiatry. 2004;19(4):230–2. [cited 2017 Jan 3] Available from Medline: https://www. 
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15196606. 

- Vickers A, Goyal N, Harland R, Rees R. Do certain countries produce only positive results? A systematic review of controlled trials. Control Clin Trials. 1998;19(2):159–66. [cited 2017 Jan 3] Available from Medline: https://www. 
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9551280. 
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Comprehensive literature searching is widely recommended. It is define as:

a search not restricted to English language

where Cochrane CENTRAL or at least two other electronic databases 
had been searched (such as MEDLINE or EMBASE) and

at least one of the following methods has been used to identify 
unpublished trial. (I) conference abstracts, (II) theses, (III) trial registries, (IV)

contacts with experts in the field

Egger M, Juni P, Bartlett C, Holenstein F, Sterne J. How important are comprehensive literature searches and the assessment of trial quality in systematic 
reviews? Empirical study. Health technology assessment (Winchester, England). 2003;7(1):1–76. 

Is it necessary to include grey literature?
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Is it necessary to include grey literature?

Searching additional sources is associated with 
diminishing returns and the effect of continuing to 
search new sources has unknown impact on the 
final results and conclusion. 

Royle P, Waugh N. Literature searching for clinical and cost-effectiveness studies used in health technology assessment reports carried out for the National Institute for Clinical Excellence 
appraisal system. Health Technol Assess. 2003;7(34):iii, ix-x, 1–51. [cited 2016 Jun 7] Available from Medline: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14609481 
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Is it necessary to include grey literature?
A study by Benzies et al (2006) proposed a decision aid to help guide 
decision about including grey literature : 

Benzies, K.M., Premji, S., Hayden, K.A. and Serrett, K. (2006), State-of-the-Evidence Reviews: Advantages and Challenges of Including Grey Literature. Worldviews on Evidence-Based 
Nursing, 3: 55-61. doi:10.1111/j.1741-6787.2006.00051.x

YES NO

Complex intervention

Complex outcome

Lack of consensus about measurement of outcome

Low volume of evidence 

Low quality of evidence

Context important to implementing intervention

One or more “yes” 
responses 

suggest inclusion 
of grey literature

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1741-6787.2006.00051.x


3. Previous study’s findings
Inclusion of non-English, unpublished and dissertation studies



Key messages of previous study

The majority of SRs searched for non-English and 
unpublished studies; however, these represented a small 
proportion of included studies and rarely impacted the 
results and conclusions of the review

Inclusion of these study types may have an impact in 
situations where there are few relevant studies, or where 
there are questionable vested interests in the published 
literature 

16Hartling, L., Featherstone, R., Nuspl, M. et al. Grey literature in systematic reviews: a cross-sectional study of the contribution of non-English reports, unpublished studies and dissertations to the results of meta-
analyses in child-relevant reviews. BMC Med Res Methodol 17, 64 (2017). https://doi.org/10.1186/s12874-017-0347-z



4. Comparison with other reviews
Impact of non-English language data
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Impact of non-English study
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Impact of non-English study

Main result:

Treatment effect estimates were on average 16% 
more beneficial in non-English language trials (ratio 
of estimates 0.84, 95% CI : 0.74–0.97, P = 0.011). 
However, there was considerable heterogeneity 
between meta-analyses (P = 0.003). 

Jüni P, Holenstein F, Sterne J, Bartlett C, Egger M. Direction and impact of language bias in meta-analyses of controlled trials: empirical study. Int J Epidemiol. 2002;31(1):115–23. 



20Jüni P, Holenstein F, Sterne J, Bartlett C, Egger M. Direction and impact of language bias in meta-analyses of controlled trials: empirical study. Int J Epidemiol. 2002;31(1):115–23. 

Impact of non-English study

English language report Non-English language report P

Adequate concealment of 
allocation 0.15

Yes 88/246 (35.7%) 12/48 (25.0%)

No/unclear 156/247 (64.3%) 36/48 (75.0%)

Double or assessor blinded 0.016

Yes 153/230 (66.5%) 23/49 (46.9%)

No/unclear 77/230 (33.5%) 26/49 (53.1%)

Methodological quality of trials included in review by Juni et al (2002) : 



Key messages:

Languages other than English tend to be of lower quality 
and produce more favourable treatment effects than 
trials published in English. 

Excluding non-English language trials has generally only 
modest effects on summary treatment effect estimates 
but the effect is difficult to predict for individual meta-
analyses.

21

Impact of non-English study

Jüni P, Holenstein F, Sterne J, Bartlett C, Egger M. Direction and impact of language bias in meta-analyses of controlled trials: empirical study. Int J Epidemiol. 2002;31(1):115–23. 
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Impact of non-English study 1,238 studies identified

280 unique and potentially 
relevant studies

150 Excluded

130 SRMAs included
• 50 language restricted 

SRMAs
• 34 English language
• 48 Language other than 

English (LOA)

Selection of included studies
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Impact of non-English study

English language 
report

Non-English 
language report

P

Low-quality studies 
(Jadad score 0 to 2) 52% of RCTs 60% of RCTs 0.23

High-quality studies 
(Jadad score 3 to 5) 48% of RCTs 40% of RCTs

Inadequate or unclear 
allocation concealment 87% of RCTs 96% of RCTs

Methodological quality trials included in review by Moher et al (2003) : 

Moher D, Pham B, Lawson ML, Klassen TP. The inclusion of reports of randomised trials published in languages other than English in systematic reviews. Health Technol
Assess. 2003;7:iii-90. 
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Impact of non-English study 26,551 unique citations identified 
in the literature search 

26,485 studies not relevant to SR

66 screened tittle and abstract

25 full-text screened

20 reports present pooled results 
that had been reanalysed 
according to language of 

publication

5 reports included in SR

Selection of included studies



Key messages:

No statistically significant differences between English-language and 
LOE trials in likelihood of reporting a valid approach to patient 
randomization (90% compared with 83%; p = .13) 

For CM interventions, no significant association between language of 
publication restrictions (random effects ration of odds rations 
ROR=1.02; 95% CI=0.83-1.26)

This SR findings do not rule out the potential for language bias when 
language restrictions are used

25

Impact of non-English study

LOE: Language other than English’ CM: Conventional medicine
- Morrison, A., Polisena, J., Husereau, D., Moulton, K., Clark, M., Fiander, M., .Rabb, D. (2012). THE EFFECT OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE RESTRICTION ON SYSTEMATIC REVIEW-BASED META-

ANALYSES: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES. International Journal of Technology Assessment in Health Care, 28(2), 138-144. doi:10.1017/S0266462312000086
- Moher D, Pham B, Lawson ML, Klassen TP. The inclusion of reports of randomised trials published in languages other than English in systematic reviews. Health Technol Assess. 2003;7:iii-90 
- Pham B, Klassen TP, Lawson ML, Moher D. Language of publication restrictions in systematic reviews gave different results depending on whether the intervention was conventional or complementary. J 

Clin Epidemiol. 2005;58:769-776. 



4. Comparison with other reviews
Impact of grey literature study data on pooled estimates in meta-
analysis and in meta-analysis interpretation
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Impact of grey literature 8,464 records identified

5163 records after removing 
duplicates

5110 excluded after screening 
tittle and abstract

44 excluded
• 20 no outcome of interest
• 24 no study design of interest

1 additional article by 
handsearching

Meta-analyses included in SR
• 7 methodological research 

project
• corresponding to 10 records

Selection of included studies
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Impact of grey literature (on pooled estimates in MA)

Findings: McAuley, 2000; Including 467 RCTs
Published studies had a larger pooled treatment effect 
in favour of the intervention than that unpublished 
studies. (ROR 1.15, 95% CI 1.04–1.28) 

ROR: Ratio of Odds Ratio
McAuley L, Pham B, Tugwell P, Moher D. Does the inclusion of grey literature influence estimates of intervention effectiveness reported in meta-analyses? Lancet. 
2000; 356: 1228–1231. https://doi.org/ 10.1016/S0140-6736(00)02786-0 PMID: 11072941 
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Impact of grey literature (on pooled estimates in MA)

In the remaining research projects pooled effect 
estimates were not significantly changed by the 
inclusion of unpublished or grey literature data. Except 
in Egger et al (2003)

- Burdett S, Stewart LA, Tierney JF. Publication bias and meta-analyses: A practical example. Int J Tech- nol Assess Health Care. 2003; 19: 129–134. PMID: 12701945 
- Fergusson D, Laupacis A, Salmi LR, McAlister FA, Huet C. What should be included in meta-analyses? An exploration of methodological issues using the ispot meta-analyses. Int J Technol Assess Health Care. 2000; 16: 1109–1119. PMID: 11155831 
- Golder S, Loke YK, Wright K, Norman G. Reporting of adverse events in published and unpublished studies of health care interventions: A systematic review. PLoS Med. 2016; 13: e1002127. https://doi. org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002127 PMID: 

27649528 
- Hart B, Lundh A, Bero L. Effect of reporting bias on meta-analyses of drug trials: Reanalysis of meta- analyses. BMJ. 2012; 344: d7202. https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.d722 PMID: 22214754 
- Martin JLR, Perez V, Sacristan M, Alvarez E. Is grey literature essential for a better control of publication bias in psychiatry? An example from three meta-analyses fo schizophrenia. European Psychiatry. 2005; 20: 550–553. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2005.03.011 PMID: 15994063 

https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.d72
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Impact of grey literature (on pooled estimates in MA)

Medical fields Published vs unpublished and/or grey 
literature (expressed in ROR 95% CI)

Overall across different medical specialties 1.07 (0.98; 1.15) 

Obstetrics and gynaecology 1.34 (1.09– 1.66)

Psychiatry 1.61 (0.9–2.9) 

Findings: Egger et al, 2003; Including 783 RCTs
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Findings from Hart et al (2012) : 

The addition of unpublished data to their sample of 
meta-analyses caused in 46% lower, in 7% identical and 
in 46% greater effect estimates than published data. 

Impact of grey literature (on Meta-analysis interpretation)

Hart B, Lundh A, Bero L. Effect of reporting bias on meta-analyses of drug trials: Reanalysis of meta- analyses. BMJ. 2012; 344: d7202. https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.d7202 PMID: 
22214754 
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Findings from Egger et al (2003) : 

Removal of grey literature data resulted in a change in 
pooled estimates from a 28% decrease to a 24% 
increase in benefit

Impact of grey literature (on Meta-analysis interpretation)

Egger M, Juni P, Bartlett C, Holenstein F, Sterne J. How important are comprehensive literature searches and the assessment of trial quality in systematic 
reviews? Empirical study. Health Technology Assessment. 2003; 7: 1–76. 
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Findings from McAuley et al (2000) : 

Removal of grey literature data changed the estimate by 
at least 10%. Thereby, significance of the results was 
affected in 3 out of 41 meta-analyses. 

Impact of grey literature (on Meta-analysis interpretation)

McAuley L, Pham B, Tugwell P, Moher D. Does the inclusion of grey literature influence estimates of intervention effectiveness reported in meta-analyses? Lancet. 2000; 356: 1228–1231. 
https://doi.org/ 10.1016/S0140-6736(00)02786-0 PMID: 11072941 



Findings from Fergusson et al (2000) and Golder et al (2016) :
Effect estimates were not substantially changed or that the 
direction and magnitude of the difference varies and is not 
consistent when unpublished or grey literature data are 
added. 

34

Impact of grey literature (on Meta-analysis interpretation)

- Fergusson D, Laupacis A, Salmi LR, McAlister FA, Huet C. What should be included in meta-analyses? An exploration of methodological issues using the ispot meta-
analyses. Int J Technol Assess Health Care. 2000; 16: 1109–1119. PMID: 11155831 

- Golder S, Loke YK, Wright K, Norman G. Reporting of adverse events in published and unpublished studies of health care interventions: A systematic review. PLoS Med. 
2016; 13: e1002127. https://doi. org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002127 PMID: 27649528 



5. Advantages and challenges
Including non-English study 
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Minimizing the risk of producing a biased summary 
effect estimate.  If the language bias is introduced, 
there may be an over- or underestimation of an 
intervention effectiveness.

Advantage of including non-English study

Morrison A, et al. English-Language Restriction When. Conducting Systematic Review-based. Meta-analyses: Systematic Review of. Published Studies. A Summary of Findings. 2009. 
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Barriers of including non-English study according to 
Rasmussen et al (2018) :

Cost and Time

Language resources
Language skills

Methodological quality

Challenges of including non-English study

Neimann Rasmussen, L., Montgomery, P. The prevalence of and factors associated with inclusion of non-English language studies in Campbell systematic reviews: a survey and 
meta-epidemiological study. Syst Rev 7, 129 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1186/s13643-018-0786-6



Place your screenshot here
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non-English grey 
literature, in 
Indonesian
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1. Select document menu

2. Select original 
the language or use 
detect language

3. Select preferred 
language 

4. Browse the computer 
and select the 
document
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5. Attached document will be shown

6. Select translate
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Translation result. 
From Indonesian to 
English 
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7. Click ctrl+p or 
command+p to 
save translated 
document in pdf 
format.

8. Save the 
document
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non-English 
published study, in 
Chinese
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Translation result. 
From Chinese to 
English



5. Advantages and challenges
Including grey literature



Challenges  of including grey literature 

Requires considerable time and effort to search and locate 
(there were no central sources)

Requires additional care and creativity because of varying
capabilities of databases or web-based search engine.

Consuming time to explore, sort, manage and process for 
inclusion in the review (due to incompleteness of bibliographic 
format)

Grey literature documents are heterogenous in terms of format 
and length of documents 46



Advantages of including grey literature

Able to review a broader scope of literature

Providing more comprehensive view of the available 
evidences

May increases the number of sources that contributed 
to the level of evidence 

May enrich the overall findings of a systematic review 
and reduce publication bias 

47



Take-home Message



Take-home Message

Systematic reviewers are encouraged to include LOE as 
well as grey literature studies when resources and time 
are available.

SR guideline (e.g Cochrane) suggests some sources of 
grey literature. However, grey literature searches 
currently have no such guidelines.

49
LOE: Language other than English; SR: Systematic Review
- Paez, A. Gray literature: An important resource in systematic reviews. J Evid Based Med. 2017; 10: 233– 240. https://doi.orr/10.1111/jebm.12266
- Neimann Rasmussen, L., Montgomery, P. The prevalence of and factors associated with inclusion of non-English language studies in Campbell systematic reviews: a survey and meta-epidemiological 

study. Syst Rev 7, 129 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1186/s13643-018-0786-6
- Mahood, Q., Van Eerd, D. and Irvin, E. ( 2014), Searching for grey literature for systematic reviews: challenges and benefits, Research Synthesis Methods, 5, pages 221– 234, doi: 10.1002/jrsm.1106

https://doi.orr/10.1111/jebm.12266
https://doi.org/10.1186/s13643-018-0786-6
https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.1106
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Thank you!

Kindly scan the QR code for journal club assessment

Any questions?
Presented by:
Dian Faradiba. M.Sc Student in Medical Epidemiology


